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INTRODUCTION. 

The work of the Office of Dry-Land Agriculture Investigations 
covers many stations and consequently a wide range of soils and cli- 
matic conditions. It has been continuous at these stations for a rela- 
tively long term of years. It consequently offers exceptional oppor- 
tunity for the generalization of data and the drawing of conclusions 
based on the average conditions of soil, location, and season. This 
possibility of generalization does not preclude or interfere with the 
recognition of the extremes of individual conditions, but makes it 
possible to assign to them their relative importance in the make-up 
of the whole. 

The water-storage capacity of a soil and the depth to which crops 
are able to use the stored water are matters of prime importance. 
Other conditions being equal, the soil that will hold the greatest 
quantity of water within reach of plant roots should show the most 
material benefits from methods of cultivation calculated to conserve 
and accumulate soil moisture. It usually happens in the Great 
Plains, however, that the water-storage capacity of the soil is only 
partially used. During the greater portion of the time on most soils 
the quantity of water held in the soil is limited by the amount of 
water available for storage rather than by a lack of storage capacity. 
Je 
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The present study is not intended primarily to establish the maxi- 
mum depth to which a wheat crop is capable of feeding. The pur- 
pose is rather to determine and present the actual depth to which 
the wheat crop has utilized the soil in a series of seasons, on a wide 
range of soils, and under radically different cultivation methods. 
The data are classified to show whether this depth was limited by the 
depth of the soil itself, by the quantity of water available for storage, 
by the physiological limitations of the crop, or by the character of 
the season. 

The material was obtained in connection with the preparation of 
United States Department of Agriculture Bulletin No. 1004, entitled 
“Use of Water by Spring Wheat on the Great Plains,’ by John S. 
Cole and O. R. Mathews. All the members of the technical staff 
of the Office of Dry-Land Agriculture Investigations from 1906 to 
date have contributed to the publication by the data they have ob- 
tained at the stations where they have been located. 

E. C. CHiicort, 
Agriculturist in Charge. 

SOURCES OF INFORMATION. 

At the time the work of the Office of Dry-Land Agriculture Investi- 
gations was inaugurated it was recognized by those in charge that a 
measure of the water content of the soil would be of great value in 
interpreting crop yields. For this reason frequent determinations 
of soil moisture were made ‘at the stations then in operation, on plats 
receiving different cultural treatments. This work has been carried 
on continuously at these stations and at all stations where experi- 
ments have been subsequently started by the office mentioned except 
one, where the character of the soil prohibits soil sampling by the | 
usual method. Moisture determinations have been made on all of 
the principal crops, but at the stations where wheat grows well it 
has been considered the basic crop and has been sampled more regu- 
larly than any other. It should not be inferred, however, that wheat 
is the most important crop at all the stations from which data are 
presented. At some of them it is, in fact, of httle importance, but 
even at these certain data have been obtained on it for purposes of 
comparison. The moisture reactions of spring wheat and winter wheat 
have been found to be somewhat different. Spring wheat alone is 
considered in this publication, as more moisture determinations have 
been made with it than with winter wheat. Some of the stations 
having the best soil-moisture records have been necessarily omitted 
because the major part of their work has been with winter wheat. 

The data presented consist of moisture determinations at 17 sta- 
tions in different portions of the Great Plains on three plats of spring 
wheat, known as plats A, B, and C or D. The moisture history of 
these three plats constitutes a total of 135 crop years, after omitting 
years when some factor, such as hail, was responsible for crop dam- 
age and years when the number of samples taken was not great 
enough to determine the changes in moisture content of the plats. 

The plats indicated by the same letter receive the same cultivation 
at all stations. They represent systems of tillage so different that 
they should show maximum differences in their moisture relations. 
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Wheat is grown continuously on plat A. No cultivation is given 
the plat in the fall after a wheat crop is removed or in the spring. 
until nearly time for seeding, when it is given a shallow plowing 
and usually one harrowing. No effort is made to control weed 
growth or to enable the plat to take up or conserve moisture. The 
plowing is usually only about 3 inches deep and the harrowing after 
plowing represents a minimum of cultivation in preparing a seed 
bed. This piat was originally designed to serve as a contrast to other 
plats receiving thorough cultivation for the purpose of storing water. 

Wheat is likewise grown continuously on plat B. This plat is 
given a deep plowing, usually 8 inches, as early in the fall as possible 
after the wheat crop is removed. It may be either worked down 
immediately or left rough for a period, depending upon whether 
it seems advisable to conserve the moisture already in the soil or to 
leave the ground rough in order to catch precipitation more readily. . 
No expense is spared in either the number or character of opera- 
tions necessary to keep the ground free from weeds and in good 
tilth. The plat usually receives two double diskings and one or more 
harrowings. It represents what should be the greatest efficiency in 
storing moisture between harvest and seeding, and indicates the 
maximum results from the use of moisture-conservation methods 
where a crop is grown every year. 
Wheat is grown on land alternately cropped and fallowed on plats 

C or D. One of these plats is in crop each year and the other in 
fallow. By the use of two plats it is possible to obtain a record each 
year of wheat grown on fallowed land. The fallow plat is plowed 
in the spring to a depth of about 8 inches. It is kept free from 
weeds during the summer and fall, and an effort is made to main- 
tain the surface of the soil in condition to take up moisture readily. 
These plats represent the approximate maximum that may be expect- 
ed in moisture storage, when a year’s crop is sacrificed in order to 
accumulate moisture for a crop the following year. Unpublished ex- 
periments in methods of fallow conducted by the Office of Dry-Land 
Agriculture Investigations have shown this to be one of the most 
efficient methods of fallowing. Plat C or D in this bulletin always 
refers to each plat in the year when wheat is grown. 

RANGE OF MOISTURE CONTENT OF SOILS. 

The quantity of water that may be held within any unit of soil is 
subject to a definite limitation. When the moisture content of any 
section of soil increases to a point where the molecular attraction 
of the moisture for the soil particles is exceeded by the pull: of 
gravity, there is a movement of water downward through the soil. 
It is in this manner that water falling upon the surface of a soil is 
conducted to the lower depths. Each successive layer of soil must 
.become wet to a certain degree before water can reach the layer 
below. The addition of water in any considerable quantity to any 
foot section of soil necessitates that all of the soil above must have 
been wet enough to permit the passage of water through it. The con- 
dition of a soil holding all of the moisture that it is capable of holding 
against the pull of gravity is called its “field carrying capacity.” 
Burr describes this condition of the soil as follows: 
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The maximum water-holding capacity of a soil is the amount of water that 
soil will retain against the pull of gravity. When water is added to a soil in 
sufficient amount the film of water around each soil particle becomes thickened 
and the small spaces between the soil particles filled with water. In the addi- 
tion of water a point is reached where the attraction of gravity overcomes the 
force that holds the water to the soil particles, and the water is drawn down- 
ward into the lower soil. If no more water is added a point is reached where 
the pull of gravity is equalled by the force that holds the water to the soil and 

_ there is no further movement except by the slow action of capillarity. The 
amount of water in the soil at this time is termed “maximum water-holding 
capacity ’ or “saturation point.” * 

It will be noted that Burr used the term “ maximum water-holding 
capacity.” This term describes the condition of the soil accurately, 
but has been used by other investigators in a different sense; there- 
fore the term “ field carrying capacity ” is preferred. 

The fact that the moisture content of a soil must be at its field 
carrying capacity before water is conducted to the lower depths does 
not indicate that it remains in that condition for any long period of 
time. The water held within a soil is removed by direct evaporation, 
by the action of plants, and to a limited extent may be transported 
by vaporization and recondensation. 

The field carrying capacity of each individual foot section of soil 
at the 17 stations included in this publication has been determined for 
every foot section that has been wet often enough to permit accurate 
determination of the point. It has been determined by averaging the 
moisture content of each individual foot section of soil every time it 
has been wet enough to permit moisture to move through it into the 
foot section below. 
The averages show that the field carrying capacity ef a soil de- 

pends upon the physical character of the soil and bears a linear rela- 
tion to its moisture equivalent and other physical constants. It is a 
little lower than the moisture equivalent as described by Briggs and 
McLane.’ 

The moisture equivalent of each foot section of soil in the piats 
from which data are here presented has been determined. 

Loss of water from the soil takes place in various ways, but the 
principal loss in a soil upon which a wheat crop is growing is the 
water taken up by the roots of the crop and transpired by the plant 
tissues. Not all of the water in the soil is removed, as there is always 
a residue not available to plants. A soil whose moisture content is 
at a point where plant roots can no longer remove water is in a con- 
dition termed its “minimum point of exhaustion.” This condition is 
described by Burr as follows: 

The minimum point of exhaustion of water from the soil by the plant is the 
point at which the force exerted by the plant in obtaining water is equalled by 
the attraction of the soil for the water. At this point the plant can obtain no 
more water from the soil and will suffer until water is supplied.* 

The minimum point of exhaustion of a soil bears a direct relation 
to the wilting coefficient as determined by Briggs and Shantz.* Al 

1 Burr, W. W. The storage and use of soil moisture. Nebraska Agr. Exp. Sta. Re 
search Bul. 5, 88 pp., illus. 1914. 

2 Briggs, Lyman J., and McLane, John W. The moisture equivalent of soils. U. S. 
Dept. Agr., Bur. Soils Bul. A, 2S). Diem le tl Sell slap lOO. 

3 Briggs, Lyman J., and Shantz, H. lL. The wilting coefficient for different plants and 
its indirect determination. U. S. Dept. Agr., Bur. Plant Indus. Bul. 230, 88 pp., 9 figs., 
2 pls. 1912. Bibliographical footnotes. 
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way, McDoie, and ‘Vrumbull® have recognized the wilting coefficient 
of a soil as the dividing line between wetness and dryness and have 
pointed out the possibility of distinguishing by observation whether 
the moisture content of a soil is appreciably above or below that point. 
In at least the first few foot sections cf a soil the minimum point of 
exhaustion is considerably lower than the wilting coefficient, and the 
soul when at or near the minimum point can be recognized as dry. 

The minimum point has been determined for e: ach foot section of 
the soil studied by an average of determinations made while the 
crop was suffering for water, the water content of the soil not being 
reduced. The point varies with the character of the soil and to some 
extent with the distance from the surface. 
A soil in which the moisture content is at the minimum point is 

spoken of in this bulletin as dry. One in which the moisture content 
is at the field carrying capacity is spoken of as filled with water, and 
one in which the moisture content is between the minimum point and 
the field carrying capacity is spoken of as partly filled. All water 
held above the minimum point is termed “ available water.” 

The range between the field carrying capacity and the minimum 
point of exhaustion in a uniform soil becomes gradually less as the 
distance from the surface increases. !n such a soil the sixth foot 
section, for example, even when filled with water, contains consider- 
ably less water available to plants than the first or second foot of soil. 
The range between the minimum point and the field carrying capac- 
ity is particularly small in the lower depths of some of the heavier 
soils. In a few of these it is often difficult to determine whether or 
not moisture available to the wheat crop is present in the fifth and 
sixth foot sections. 

MANNER OF STUDY. 

The moisture determinations made on the wheat plats consist of 
measurements of the water content of each individual foot of soil to 
a depth great enough to include the zone of feeding of the crop. 
The depth varies from 2 to 6 feet with the different soils. The 
moisture content is expressed as a percentage of the weight of water- 
free soil. 

The records at most stations have been kept long enough to permit 
the establishment of the field carrying capacity and the minimum 
peint of exhaustion for most foot sections of soil under conditions 
ordinarily obtaining in these plats in the field. At stations with a 
shorter record the fewer determinations combined with the known 
moisture equivalent and wilting coefficient of the soils have per- 
mitted a close estimation of these factors. With the carrying ca- 
pacity and minimum point of exhaustion of a soil established, a 
determination of the water content of any foot section enables one 
to determine whether available water is present in the soil and 
whether the water-storage capacity of the soil is being fully utilized. 

5 Alway, F. J., MceDole, G. R., and Trumbull, R. S. Interpretation of field observa- 
tions on the moistness of the subsoil. Jour. Amer. Soc. Agron., v. 10, No. 7/8, pp. 
265-278. 1918. 
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There is an experimental error in sampling, depending largely 
upon the lack of uniformity of the soil. Different soils vary greatly 
in this respect. Almost all soils in the Great Plains become less uni- 
form in character and structure as distance from the surface in- 
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Fic. 1.—Diagram showing the percentage of water in the several foot sections of soil of 
plat B in wheat at Williston, N. Dak., at each date of sampling in 1910. ~ 

creases. Thus, any single sampling can not be taken as giving an 
exact measure of the water content of a plat, but must be considered 
as giving a close approximation, the closeness depending upon the 
uniformity of the soil. In all of the years and stations under study 
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there have been only a few moisture determinations that have been 
considered as not providing a true indication of the moisture content 
of the plat. 

The object of this study is not to determine the exact quantity of 
water used from each foot section of soil each year, but rather to 
determine the extent to which the moisture-storage capacity of the 
soil has been utilized and the extent to which the stored water has 
been removed at. harvest. 

The moisture content of each foot of soil of each plat at every 
determination during the season has been charted. By a study of 
the diagram it can be determined quickly and with a considerable 
degree of accuracy whether available moisture has been present in 
any foot of soil during the growing season and whether the avail- 
able moisture in any foot of soil has been removed. 

Figure 1 shows the moisture content of each individual foot of 
plat B at Williston, N. Dak., in 1910. The successive determina- 
tions of the moisture content of each foot have been connected by 
lines. The resulting curves give a good history of the moisture con- 
tent of each foot of soil for the season; the dotted lines represent the 
wilting coefficients of the several foot sections. 

The soil in the first foot at the time of the initial determination 
was at its field carrying capacity. This moisture content was not 
maintained by rainfall, and by harvest, July 26, the moisture of the 
first foot had been reduced to the minimum point of exhaustion. The 
second foot of soil possessed only a small quantity of available 
moisture, and this supply was exhausted long before harvest. There 
is no evidence to indicate that any available moisture was present 
below the second foot, and results from other plats and from 
this plat. in other years show that it was dry as far as water avail- 
able to crops is concerned. A point worthy of note is the fact. that 
the minimum point of exhaustion of the soil in the lower depths 
more nearly approximates the wilting coefficient than in the upper 
depths. The greater experimental error in the fifth-foot and sixth- 
foot depths 1s indicated by the broken curves of those sections. The 
fact that the crop suffered severely for lack of water was noted 
several weeks before harvest. The extent of drought injury is in- 
dicated by the low yield of 1.3 bushels per acre. 

The depth to which the crop used water that year was less than . 
2 feet. The storage capacity of the first foot of soil was all utilized 
and that of the second foot only partly utilized. 

CLASSIFICATION OF DATA. 

The presence of available moisture in the soil each year and the 
extent to which the moisture present. has been used are divided into 
five classes, which are indicated by symbols. These symbols are 
designed to show at a glance the moisture history of any foot section 
of soil for a season. The condition represented by each symbol is 
as follows: 

(1) A condition where the soil has been filled with water to its field carry- 
ing capacity at some time during the growing season and where all of the 
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available moisture has been removed by harvest time. This represents full 
use of water and soil and is indicated by the symbol F. 

(2) A condition where available moisture was present in the soil during the 
growing season and where the moisture content was reduced but not ex- 
hausted at harvest. It is indicated. by the symbol PW and represents partial 
utilization of the moisture in the soil and the presence of available water in 
the soil at harvest. In some cases, particularly in the first foot, it may in- 
dicate a condition where all of the available water has been removed at some 
time before harvest but where precipitation near harvest time has again 
raised the moisture content above the minimum point. 

(3) A condition where the soil was only partly filled with moisture and all 
of the available water was removed by harvest. This is indicated by the 
symbol PD and represents partial use of water and a soil dry at harvest. 

(4) A condition where available moisture was present in the soil but was not 
used. It is designated by the symbol OW representing zero use, although 
water was present. In a very few cases, particularly in the first foot of soil, 
it indicates a year with so much rain near harvest time that the soil at harvest 

is at its field carrying capacity. 
(5) A eondition where no moisture has been used and no available moisture 

has been present in the soil during the growing season. This is designated by 
the symbol OD, representing zero use of water and a dry soil. 

It is apparent that there is no definite line of demarcation between 
these classes. In some cases the classification of a foot section of soil 
might have been changed by a moisture determination at some date 
when none was made. In general, however, the designations give 
a very close approximation of the status of any foot section of soil 
for the season, and the large number of cases makes up to a great 
extent for the lack of refinement of data. 
Making application of these symbols to the data illustrated in 

Figure 1, the first foot section would be classified as F; the second 
as PD; and the third, fourth, fifth, and sixth sections as OD. 

In Table 1 these symbols are used to indicate the moisture history 
of each foot of soil each year at each of the 17 stations. The yield 
in bushels per acre is given for each plat each year, to indicate to 
what extent drought injury has reduced the yield of the different 
plats, as practically all low yields were the result of drought injury. 
As stated before, years when some factor, such as hail, was respon- 
sible for a low yield are not included. Years when the moisture 
determinations were so infrequent as to leave a material doubt as 
to the classification of the different foot sections of soil are likewise 
omitted. 

It must be understood that close comparisons can not be made be- 
tween corresponding plats at different stations in any one year. The 
stations are in most cases rather widely separated and subject to 
local conditions of rainfall and other climatic factors. In many cases 
the differences between two stations, even in one State, during the 
same season may be greater than those between different seasons at 
one station. Each station must be considered as a unit both in soil 
and climate in this study. 
No attempt will be made to describe the soil of the different sta- 

tions further than is necessary to indicate the facility of its pene- 
tration by water and roots. Peculiarities that inhibit the soil from 
functioning in these respects are perforce noted. 
A brief summary of the soil utilization at each station will be 

made, and points of special interest considered. 
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TABLE 1.—Yield of wheat on each plat and designation of the extent to which 
each foot section of soil functioned at i7 field stations in the Great Plains 
area for the 14-year period from 1907 to 1920, inclusive. 

[KEY TO SYMBOLS OF WATER USE.—F=full use; PW=partial use, with water remaining in the soil at 
harvest; PD=soil dry at harvest, but only partial use because never filled to capacity; OW=no use, 
although water was present; OD=no use, and (or because) soil was dry.] 

6 Yield per acre (bushels) and symbol showing use of water. 

Station, plat, and foot 
section of soil. | | 

1907 | 1908 | 1909 | 1910 | 1911 | 1912) 1913 | 1914} 1915 | 1916 | 1917 | 1918 | 1919 | 1920 
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TABLE 1.—Yield of wheat on each plat and designation, ete——Continued. 

Yield per acre (bushels) and symbol showing use of water. 

Station, plat, and foot ; 

section of soil. 1907 | 1908 | 1909 | 1910 | 1911 | 1912 1913| 1914 1915 | 1916 | 1917 | 1918 1919 | 1920 

Williston: 
Bl aGoAs yield tesco: [aoe celeste oa 107 |-2.7)|25.2 116.8 19:3 128.2 |.c-tc|zeeee ee ee 

ria Fasc ikeate) Da! F PW Fh pape aes eed | 2k = 

eer 3 /5B| F\Pb | f| pb 2b fbf 2 as oleae | weet | eee D | PD cece eee eee 
Section.-.-.-.... 7a erry een ret OD|OD/|PD/|OD ED | Dy | eeeee lee cee ee eee 

Fe gsi al ae OD|OD|OD/OD OD (OD 1 See eee 
Gasper ee | eee -...10D|/OD/OD|OD ODT OD |. S11 ee ee 

Plat: Bpyieldits-° 39s. Se le lee 1,3: 2.8: (23.8 (11-7 14:5: 245 Sue eS Se es 
5 aS pees APS) aS onl) Bee NE eS) Fel We ec ssi Sse ee 

Bop BB BIER] 8] BB [pp boopepene : SPE Seene| Seer A se ee ees 
Section....-... ae eay oes Raat ane on OD|OD|PD |oD OD. OD bie =| aan eee aes 

Fie roleon. [eo eo OD/OD/OD|90D OD; OD: oleae eee : 
(en | ana pase ee OD|OD/OD|OD OD TOD |;.... 4232 ba eee ‘f 

BlahGor Ds yield <-2512. 4 tees 30.6 | 4.2 | 7.6 139.7 |16.5 TT \2850 Noo colon ee eee 2 
Te eed Supe Bache RS ela: Bo -PWi [be eee + 

nea | elep| Fl el Bl el bcecte | t ee epee PQS Wee Cade el Ce 2s DIP Chel es A Os eM ee Tt ee Em eS Yio in 24 
Sen On aa) 2an anes cee il RP keer PW PW) | coc). chee + 

isa seco li date PW| F|PD |PW|PW PW |OW |... clocan eee ees | 
Gia yete | eae OW |PW|PD |OW |jOW PWrlOW [is sce ieee 4 

Dickinson: ip 
Pinte yield: = -a5.2-2. 37.0 |24.3 [26.8 117.4 | 5.7] @) [13.5 95.8 16:7 | 55 Lee 0 | 15.6 Be 

Fel ie poe Tey al Deiat Hl es PW |IPW] F\....- PD | PD zi 
2 IPwW| F|IPW| FIPD |..... F Pw |PW IPD |..... PD | PD S| 

Secti 3 |Pw| FIPWI|PDIOD |..... PD PW |PW IPD |...-. PD | OD 7 
See ea AES | eee PW. |/PD:)OD {3.2 < PD Ow IPW | PD |b OD|OD a 

eel eee [eee OW. | PD LOD |ae5: OD OW |PW|PD |..... OD| OD oa 
(ee tan ee OW |PW |OW |.....- OW OW |OW|PD |....- OD} OD a 

PlateB. yield: <-- me. 31.6 |17.7 |25.2 |18.2 | 1.4} (2) (20.5 98.7 121.0 | 2.7 |_2..- 1.3: (4258 | 
di lew il: EF |PW. |) Bee (e- F PW ipwi] Fl... PD fh 
2 _.\PwW| F|IPW| FIPDI..... F PW |PW |PD |..... PD | PD ni 

Sect 3 \Pw|PD |PWIPD]|OD|....- F PW |IPW|PD |..... PD | OD 4 
el Oa ie eee ae PW.) PD>| OD |... F OW |PW IPD |..... OD| OD 

ie) catia eg ie OW |OW |OW|..... PD OW |OW |PD |...:- OD| OD $ 
Gad eaponn| ee Ow |OW |Ow |..... PD OW |OW|PD|k..... OD| OD 

Plat C or D, yield...... 28.3 |33.8 135.7 |26.8 |23.3 | () 127.0 38. 712288 (2.3 |e 5.2 | 21.1 | 
CaAPwW.| Omi Wel ake fee F PW |PW| F |..--. PD 
DIP Wea CE Wel Bale Bales: F P Wale We] Bede PD. |-PD | 

ee a IPW | OR IPW DoE fo Bea F PW IPW| F|....- PD i 
Section.-......- Ash | Rare p et PiWialt ach elec F Pw |Pw |Pw |..... PD | PD 

Be |e a ae OW |PW |PW |..... PW Ow |PW |PW |..-.. PD | OD | 
ie tal Soe OW |OW |PwW |.....|PW Ow |OW |PW |.....|PD | OD | 

Mandan (main field): : a | 
Piatra. yield. 22 2-247: |i ee cet eeall § Sead eee |ar se alee | sees 30.5 119.2 15.3 12.7] 7.5| 1.5 = 

Be Varese | tse mba eee cea | Sania | aes cal eeee PW IPW| F F | PD | 
el epsiaem is sd 7 Sean Ana fe re Nie PW EF IPD | EE eeD 

Secti Zales (ae | MES | fei fev Satay Kemet ol 92 Dale ah PW| F/PD{|PD| F] OD 
eCtOn y ia are a eae et Sea ae eis Ree Ow |PW |jPw |PW|PD | OD 

Beer ae | Ree es | ome ee een pee a pee aero OW |PW |OW |PW|PD | OD | 
Gees CRs Salo ar ee cali | ae Ow |OW |OW |PW |PD | OD | 

Pist B yyieldt cet acc eects lee | see aleeas oes tee 32.1 |18.5 |14.8 115.3 15.3] 1.0 
ee lectern | teers | ee eal epee PWiIPW| F| F| F] PD 

Bae we eal las ot oe | ose aera | eee PW] FI/PD/IPD| F]| OD 
Secti Be sfece ete t chat kal ouco a nes Weoley med egret ie een PW! F!PD{|PD!PD]| OD 
ection........- yi Waseem (Oca fh pr as eh GL EA Ey Pw lIPwlPD/|PD|PD |} OD : 

ee hae isl A antl eal aa 1S Peat Sette eel a Sek 2 Ow |oW |OW |OW|PD |! OD 
Pi SS a ees Fe ee (8 eg EAA IS RS eh a Ba OW OW Ow |OW |PD | OD : 

Plat @ror yields. < [ee ios |oe ose S| ates | oe ee eee 39.3 |21.8 |17.2 132.0 |15.7| 9.5 
Ta he leet [oc Sie se cheke Th. oedema LEaNNg Fore 

Bi lsc he deci a Seer eel eee cetera [eters PW) oe lee joe F 
= Breen sees cca | eet eae | deere [ener claret ye | epee PW |e | EF |) Pak F 
Section..-...... 7 ios ap ae occ Poy Bam Crwr ave hi Sek cr Pw ipwipw| F| Fl F 

Ee enamel Waa 2 Gee Ce ar Pw |Pw |PW jOW |OW | PW 
rials (Mapas urge 1d eS Raina) Te ee ey BE Se OW |PW |OW |OW |OW | PW 

Edgeley: ‘| 
"PlatiA; yield: .c4-25.! 4.1 |13.3 128.3} 4.0] .7 [35.0 |16.3 34.8 |25.5 | 8.3-|-.--- 51 S38 | 

Secti 1 BORE | | aa Pwo PW IPW| F|....- F F | 
SEE ecoecr oe 2 |\pp| F| FIPD| F|PW\|PW Pw |Pw| F |.--.- FL PW | 

Bist; yield -o..2.0 701523 123.31 5.2 | -> 127.0 121 26. 273-8175 poses 1.8] 9.2 
Secti 1c leghia GR aun) SRS) Pits SES Pw |PW F | eet F F 
LO URE sosoesers Ze ES fs a en oF fe Waal Le PW |PW |PW|k..... F| PW 

Plat C or D, yield...... 9.9 |16.0 |27.0| 5.7] .7 (30.3 |16.8 AGS 126.8 (245 eee 23. (S38 
Secti Teck SO Sue et def 9 Sa eee PL el TENT F PW ee F F 

CEN Biss aoc {37 Fl oP) PLS Ee Ppwelew PW IPW! F1..-.. F| PW 
1 Damaged by hail. ; 
3 Yield on all plats at Edgeley reduced by rust in 1916. 



WATER UTILIZATION BY SPRING WHEAT. EE 

TABLE 1.—Yield of wheat on each plat and designation, ete.—Continued. 

ne 1eF S278 ey es 

i ia i ie 

Yield per acre (bushels) and symbol showing use of water. 

Station, plat, and foot 
7 section of soil. | | l | 

a 1907 | 1908 eee pe 1911 1912/1913 1914 1915 | 1916) 1917 | 1918 | 1919 | 1920 ; : : | | | | 

; Belle Fourche: ro 
Plat Ay yielde =: -5--2-|s2-5|4-~5 - 23.8 0 |.---- | 0 | 6.2 | 4.0} 56.5 {10.6 |4.4 [85 |... 29. 2 

1S eet ee Bale oh |2 2528 feet F F F F F ee ss heer 
q Section ol a Se eel ayers aE)! || | PDL GED Op F F BED tao aee F 

ae |iees | BOD |i 22 OD|OD}/OD| OD | OD] PD|OD|..... F 
Plate B,| yield) 2.: 5. -s=-|-v<r|=---5 23.-B2)30 2. |: .--. OL O48" .57-7- 11008 | 2.819.810. | oe 

Tes PRR ES Ha|t Balt see petals Sten: = Ets See |) 4 WO |. ep) BF 
Section.--....-- ies) SORE oS aS 5 ip al Dal PD) PD_|PD F|PD|PD/PD!OD F 

ed fice ses F |iOD |i 'OD| OD! OD] OD oD | op OD|OD|_ F 
PlatiCrorsD yields -eo3| So--e| ee 32.2 | 5.0 | 0 O_ {16.8 {15.8 | 57.2 18.7 |11.1 |35.0 | 6.2 | 29.2 

(sae ace Da CTE pn OR ee mm bE 
Section: = swe a oly Pats 3 be Noes Mes F LZ cal DPS fh ad EF F B® |) ty lqackt FE 

Se ee A Pw Et ROW OD St) SEE MOD PSN |) Or | Folk. am 
Ardmore: : 

ei i ong G Se ea ea el RA (See eee 3.3 | 8.8 |...-- 49.2 |18.0 | 7.5 |27.7 | 3.3 | 23.8 
Tha RENO SA) ESSN | Re | a | Sed 7 el 9 ll 12's dog| [See de honed Quel bald Dh os F 

; PATS BLS) ESE Se i ae ee Bee PD ED": a=. Wi F| FIPW/PD F 
: ‘ ae eS i a |S a De, FORD OD |t 332 PwW| F| FIPW|PD F 
i Section....-...- ga aU Rea? he ie eS i ae Le ot teats OW |PD |PD |PW|PD | pw 

Fe ee Rete ee ee eee ier jecaeer 91 ee ee SS oe 
(FS | SAA el Fadl PP (| Sh PS Be OD ei aan eee eee 

Biante cycle. a a SS EA Ae ee Sea Yb ae | 49.5 |17.5 | 5.5 |24.2 | 3.0 | 20.0 
(tis SA et ape ee PED: | bss Pw] Fi| F Fl F 
Pie |) oS Es eS ed PD LOD |) 2 Pw| F| FIPWIPD| F 

"s : BE wei. [pet Ee Es ODODE PW] F|PD |PW|/PD F 
: Section....-...- FO Se | Pe | a ic Ba ee | a a OW| F/PD |PW/PD | Pw 
. AS PL Pia A Ee Sf oS oe A | Fed PW)|. 255) | cho 

REF pale J) 900 YS le a NS a Jexdess PAT etclbe we |o | Sel iaeeae 
Blatter Py wiolds Tod ose eee e | hose [sete c| noses Gro 3 348) cae 45.0 115.8 | 87 |37.0 |10.3 | 23.7 

3 seks (ea PSS PS SE REA Sd oj Pe eee PVs PES |? SRS | Ses aoe 
P a |e POR |e Al eR te [ARS SRCTE De PW| F| Fl Fl] F|: F 
2 Secti Fi |S a eG ae ie pe jl ad as |PW| F| FIPW| Fl F ¥ CehOn ene. 7S ee ie RCE) (ae a BG a PDE Pines | OW | PD |PW |PW |PW F 
ie LL als | Sau OS ab Sone el pee ial eee |e ed UO em bee ee PAW hee os | thee eee | 
a cE cae ge BS | Ol (Gd i es Secale sacs eee anes PW WOES | LALA teens 

Archer: | 
ETS Gs org 12 Geta ten OR er el eee PB tae ee 10.3 | 6.8 | 26.8-| 2.3 |15.6 |... 31S aes 

ee ea eet eared reel laccce a # z ED 2 Saas HE 
hes Paes DiS 2 ae ee Perl eeiatalowseloases | 1D Sal coal Bll ee iB | Eig 

2 SechOn- === ==. SO ee ee a costae GD (OD |- Sh PD! |; Fou ED) eee 
5 i eS i ea | ee 8 Be eae Hi Se OD |OD | PD |OD |PD |..... Om: aaa 

Plast Be yields) 27.252 ARG eS Hepa |) Cas eat fod) | Boe. [136 |e pare ees 
ia Bee 2S BR [ees |e eerie eee feed fee [Pe cen] oe 

~ 2 es ee en ee ee ee | | aa | eceae F SjGe= 

2 Section......... ee Ee | esa are | Mi | {Sava Peet -....|PD | PD ‘BD POR: eee OD ie: 
(5 SES ss POG RSS | 9 ES 'OD | PD !OD|PD |..... OD | 

PisiC or D yield eteeciiaces|icece|Soeee | 2 eal Lee (10.4 | 25.7 | 2.8 (14.9 |... Taig [Eee 

Pas |aaee hee -oai at 8) al elcoe : FAL Ves VNR |b Mes I Mat eS Tea pa ae et [ay | fe Dee as MM ial (ov el Sa fe Section......... i Neo PO ao Un as BD! em eel ree ee ea 
1 PSs ake VE) [eee RIS ORS aE a OD: |; PD) |OD>| Ww |L- PD: kee 

Scottsbluff: 
inieeyecld> Seer feet (to | Bot Be Tel 12000 1 5:7 | 5: 051.5; 501902 Poe iaaelenons 

(et ae Se be 2 bg a ee RN ee ee | RY | Seay 
Dk Se ce GS PDs) PD ep PD: | | Pp | FR Pp F 

re DATES DE ERGs oe, Eis ie PD|PD|PD|PD| F|PD| F|PD|..... F 
Be Hee ieen eh ee ieee tk Od) OD. HPD: (OD) |) PD=|-PD | EOD. (Lo. 4s ek 

et | pee Coke Rie ee Oe ‘op OD |OD |OD |) OD |OD PD ES clee PD 
Staiepases sells pene AL ht SEE Eee ee oo OD [Lo -o.lsbaes ea 

isp eyaelde eee eke |) ad BAGS TS 6s e0l6s 205.7 | 0.6. | none 14.0 
Sai} Tay Pee SF PRY lal We ce SRD SRE Wk. PHD Re |P Dy: [he 2a es 

Tat: Se a ee PD (PD (PD | Ek /PD | FLED fh F 
Section........- SS eee | PR Ser ee Se PD. PED. |) SEAR, BP 8 Pye F 

1 pale SE BS Be eee eS Oe OD |OD|OD|OD| PD|PD| F|OD|..... F 
Fa i ae fate 1 pax oaks OD |OD |OD |OD | OD |OD [OD |.....|.-... OD 

eines) yield 2 |) |is- fp eS 9955/1723" 110. 7 (112-5 111.2 18.7 121.3 bo 19.3 
orate eee ale ranean aM ot de [Ch a KObPD: |) pial iny oases F 

Spee ete Pela) el el al atc & = Bc Uk ee 0 |S ak Ate, iy cone eet Om He 4 emmy ie ei ustee dhe sana te See F 

Section......... BERN fe tae eee ceeeeal. ee PDR | Ph OR Fl FP] FR be F 
CN Feel i ee ae ee \OD |PD |OD | PD pp |Pp Bigeee Scet F 
(pete) meen RNR Ea eee Pps ODslcOD: [OD lO D ics. eee 

1 Damaged by hail. 
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TABLE 1.—Yield of wheat on each plat and designation, etc.—Continued. 

Station, plat, and foot 
section of soil. 

1907 | 1908 | 1909 

North Platte: 
REIN wail Seasoooece 24.5 |22.7 |23.0 

Te ag F 
OME PIED) F 

4 

Section......... Job | pp 
Evita suis OW | PD 
Gree OW |jOW 

Plate yieldeeee. acaaa 26.0 |27.3 |15.3 
ee aD EF F 
2 aie ae ¥ F 

Sectioniei....-- a ae pe OR 

Be al ete OW |jOW 
Geel ee OW |OW 

Plat C or D, yield...... 31.8 |40.5 18.0 
gale te F EF 
2e EF F FE 

Section = 24a e ° : at if y 

Feel eros PW |PW 
Gualteoae PW |PW 

Akron: 
Plat Ant yieldkiss.-c-as2.|ne 17.3 |14.3 

Mela ees F |PW 
Dal) aera F F 

Section.......-. Teale aahois 
yy | eee se OD 
Ge ea | a OD 

Plate yiel desecrate eens 14.0 |10.3 
af || aaa F |PW 
Qa ene y F 

: SH alleen i PD 
Sechioneesaaeee a es eae OD 

DS Stesell ereeet OD 
Gye ee ees a OD 

Pl atiCroryDyie lds eye |sener eae 18.5 
TI Pah el Se PW 
year ale We be F 

Section.....-.-. Pees 
age fer |e OW 
Gielen OW 

Garden City: 
IP aiteAV i yiel Gi Seren epee rea Nei ral 

Meee AE alge ie FE 

Face cesar . Fa ics en es 
Section........- ny Se Ba OD 

| aoa as® OD 
Gs |soacal Beem OD 

Plat i yael deers Sap oe oad eee BY 
Ua ee een Fee ee Fr 

gfe BB . eos eee Ne ee 
SUECHO DA Ss5cbeoe ie etches OD 

yeas eer, | ee gaeae OD 
CG FL epee Te esl OD 

Platea@or DW yaeld ieee sae canes 6.7 
1 Uefa tee aay Sa F 

. i wel[ewee®eelteoaoeece F 

: Silas eee | a PD 
Section a5 45 | eee lee eel PD 

ES at re rae) Berane OD 
Gita cs SU ee OD 

1 Damaged by hail. 

i) = S 

Si. SESS 

Sow v 

eshte ellie! 

[) =) 

or 

Oko, or ‘ POR Ry yS a} 

Yield per acre (bushels) and symbol showing use of water. 

1910 | 1911 | 1912) 1913 | 1914] 1915 | 1916 | 1917 | 1918 | 1979 | 1920 

EONS Ndi DS) IP KG) 
eae F 
ae Fl F 

PD | PD| F 
22} Bail ies aaa PD PF 
Pp Mone OD| PD 
TD cee OD | OW 
fis Delle a 13.0 | 18.8 

iPad F F 
TRAD We ole PD 12 
Ppt ws aD) | oe 
OD! an Oop| F 
Op ae Oop| F 
Owe ow| F 
1 fe Mer (i pa nse TTC ole PAL. 

a PW 
mane pw| F 
he... F| F 
i Nasece Fl F 

IEW. Woe ee. PW F 

Pwo Pw | PW 

Owl o! 0 
E | au Fl oF 

JETDIN eet iB |e 
Oil. F| OD 
pea ie PD | OD 
Even Danaea OD| OD 
arch ie mie OD| OD 
Olea 0 0 
ikea F| F 
PD. Fl fF 
Gio F| PD 
Wey et fT OY |] e243 D) 
ie alee OD! OD 
ae os Sa OD! OD 
OF See ee ie 7.0 
Relea Fl FP 
Ee F | PW 
roe ne F | Pw 
TRY | ee KF | PW 

SIDES... op| Pw 
IDL s, op | Pw 



WATER UTILIZATION BY SPRING WHEAT. ts 

TABLE 1.—Yield of wheat on each plat and designation, ete.—Continued. 

Yield per acre (bushels) and symbol showing use of water. 

Station, plat, and foot 
section of soil. 

1907 | 1908 | 1909 | 1910 | 1911 | 1912 | 1913 | 1914] 1915 | 1916 | 1917] 1918 | 1919 | 1920 
| 

Free vicki Milo |@lo |@ lo {zs Q) |o at ICLGE te esl eee Bic yad (eee Negi (aN | HD VM fl eee | ea Ieee 
Vhee se iS eee | aes PD te. PDS: 1B. hy Mee Opel Ree ee es 1g eed: ea ae 

Cn eee |e a OD 2 | BD. ace OD (Prk lees see PDie if eae 
: Sole ea ee Opie ODale=. Dy Tessas Ses OD). are eae 

Section.......--$4°7)77 777/777 ODI! OD) £6 OD!) PDH. ..4bcis OD YE Cele ae 
| a ee ODE OD ODT PDs. seo. OD. es ee 
Gia eles OD aK) Opie < OD: NDE Jadide OD) 2.21 ee 

Plate viel sen cll ese se Q) | 4.0 0 ay eOee 199s Ole seey os OV) Cenk ie ee 
ae (ei hs Sees eee izibpake ee PD Os PMH Vane coe cele ae 1 a ea ered Fs 

Oe ken as PDE. PDrliil_. PD Re e palh ea Pop) | 27s ee |e 
: Sree Mae ee PD rs. 4 OND) | aoe ODP SE yy os OD [picei is ee 

Section.....-..- ae IRE 2S PD. lee. Ope Opi het CRS. OD gel EL ee 
ge ea onl Re @ip Pee OD ie OD Pipa eae Olys|"e aelen eh, | eee 
Giel. O ee ODI OD Eee OD|OD ea OD) Sor eee 

Plat C or D, yield.....|...-- 2) 110, 5 @) | OA sa) S WDA crt YT Ghee |e. 3 caine 
ae ake seal Ce Hee UN See jC [oe RE Se NR Pee oe 

TORE 1 eae PW |..... fie (Bee BP), ope EES I OTs. | aaa 
. Recleee |e 5 eae Ba TU Wy pl We ibaa leo on Nh aol prey eee |S CEs 

Sectlon=e 4 ate |e IE Be Fe ene 7 (ae FE 7S ie ed Seidl Neel) SOR eee en ST 

ap [ley mbul| ese rae OW: [tees PW. yeh [200s Wy el s giowr| ger alas 
So | ae a ae PW lOWs|. 22. Civyn | Opes Peas a (Efe ha hee | em 

Amarillo: 
Dinh AAS sath Be es Sees Ses Aes es EaeSe Foy! Grd) (pO eet 1 O12. 4. Soon L00)] 0). Neaeesteeeee 

ee pee ee ee iy |fee le jes Bday ral PPD or Pp Pea 
SRR) Ge Sart a | eh a PD| FIOD! F F|PD|PD/PD |.....l.. wei 

teal FO eros Recital: OM oheeated OD! F|/OD|/PD EOD (OD) OD/h:. ae 
Section.......- Apel) Mews tee 2). OD|PD/OD/OD| #F|/OD/OD|OD|.....\.... 

ea ae et ieee OD/OD/OD|OD] OD/OD/OD|/OD|.....|.. we 
eet 3) eR Mee ODHNOD)OD 1 OD 5 OD! OD: OD il eae 

TESGh TRI le ee a a a FOND S551, Oe 11258) | 14407 1"7.0'| 358) ona e eel eee 
BE She SESE S| eo FIPD| F We PD Paw ee oy ee 

De Aide. rele sere ..-..\PW| FIOD| F PULP D sy See eRe ee ee 
Sect Fa Bes Soak ae ge Ne oes ES PD| FIOD|PD EEPD | PpyLPD |= ey 
CCLION = «<= =) <7 “ie EAN ioe ol Oe Beg gS OD |PD |OD|PD FiiPD. LOD TOD |e Rie D2 

isodl Pes siaia Pati | a ena OD: OD ||OD)OD |- PD | OD) |-OD,|.OD-|a:4 4s 
3p Ea gee eee I Sea ie OD OD ||ODi OD |7ODA/OD | OD! n) oceans 

PintiCion), yicldas 8 (eaces|isaclesscslecekc FOLON.985 [9.39358 10126) 4g7 01315 | Sesile sea ee 
3 ke a NR ha ea 58h Sr 5 yn ee FIPWI F BA ee 

=e il Seas cen ‘ 4 Pp F h = 2 a i i : Ga |e So a Alcea | By ei i ees 
Section........ 7 Sa a BET [Ta a ete F (Pp |PD IPD | or) © Pp | Pp | ie 

ae ee eee bie Pee PD |PD/OD/OD F |IPw low |OW |.....|___.. 
Cel emia es 1 OD |OD /OD | OD | OW [Pw |ow|..... aoe 

Tucumcari: 
Plat A, yield..........|.. SEH | sey Seal er | de (A 4 ea Be Jag S85; |) 35:64Os ol Ot, len 28 | ont eeee 

Teg |e Se eB 10 ite 8 Ue aes a ee F 1 Pt Cd aes) eR Lance 1 DT 

oe bao ene Be) EBB BBE beaks: : Jie [Ae a, ig a eds | eee fn a a 1 yy meee Nias aia la 
Section...-.-.. Aap Ae Malik’ WPL A tee 78 |. eralce San) PiM)-| Sh OOD) A | eee ee 

Ren erro eat ey ae Sale ea (eae a ee | OD | PD: OD: OD lies a alee 
d ie oe eee Spee REG ais | sap hes RAO Ran ej? PD OD lOD ke ose eee 

Baltebeurcl ee rere ee eed ace W4R4 18 5, Sel? pe 904 (ee. Gee 
i) as Sk lg ly NU beet (Meld PW) [Ce CR Lean |, ok |e eeat eee eae 

es Wee oe ee ee. ™ 4 Pp a8 GR See |P — : Sper werer | ek eee Zr ah ee ES ab EP Dal OD lie alten a eee 
Section. ..---.. TST gex Bg OL Eb 2 De 0S Ca ive CARO Mae Ve De Ppl AP EAOD Op lil. | ee em 

Hah er | eer a I ava Sa ee | OD) | <PD OD | OD ae cee eee 
SUS fee Se om ate cea aes S Fog i || gg EDIOD- OD he pena eee 
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CONDITIONS AT INDIVIDUAL STATIONS. 

The soil-at Assinniboine is glacial till and offers no serious phys- 
ical difficulty to the penetration of moisture or plant roots. All the 
years for which moisture determinations are given were years of low 
precipitation, and in these years even in the fallow plats available 
moisture has never been present in the sixth foot. Neither plat A 
nor B has had the third foot filled with moisture. It will be noted 
that in two years out of three plat A has been moist to a greater 
depth than plat B. All of the available moisture has been removed 
from the soil on all plats all years except from plat C or D in 1917. 
In that year the crop, in spite of its need for water, was not able 
to use all the water from the fourth foot and was unable to remove 
any moisture from the fifth foot. This year represents a case where 
the demands of the crop for water were so heavy that the crop roots 
were unable to extend themselves and take up moisture rapidly 
enough to maintain life in the crop. The wheat suffered a forced 
ripening even while available water was present at a depth that could | 
have been reached by the wheat roots under conditions less adverse. 

At Huntley the full storage capacity of the soil has never been 
utilized. This has been due in a large measure to the high water- 
-holding capacity of the soil, which has prevented the limited rain- 
fall at this station from penetrating to any great depth. In addition, 
there seems to be an increased difficulty of water penetration in the 
lower depths. That there is no impervious layer of soil that pro- 
hibits moisture movement has been shown on other plats which have 
become wet to a depth of at least 6 feet. AJ] of the available mois- 
ture has been removed each year from all plats. Plats A and B have 
shown very little difference in water storage. Plat C or D has stored 
the most moisture, but has never stored moisture to a depth where it 
could not be utilized. 

The soil at Sheridan has been easily penetrated by moisture and 
by roots. Little difference is shown between plats A and B in water 
storage, and neither of these plats has been wet deep enough to 
utilize fully the moisture-storage capacity of the soil. Plat C or D 
has carried available moisture in all 6 feet in two of three years. 
In 1919 the wheat crop removed all available water from all foot 
sections of this plat, but the yield was seriously reduced by drought 
injury. In 1920, when the crop was not seriously injured by drought, 
it used but did not exhaust the water content of the fifth and sixth 
foot sections. 

At Williston the A and B plats have never had available moisture 
present below the fourth foot. That this has been due to lack of 
precipitation rather than to difficulty of soil penetration is indi- 
cated by the fact that plat C or D has each year had available water 
present in all 6 feet of soil. The moisture in plats A and B has 
always been exhausted by harvest in all depths below the first foot. 
In a few cases there has been enough rain before harvest to raise 
the content above the minimum point at that time, though all avail- 
able moisture had been exhausted earlier in the season. There is 
little difference between plats A and B in the quantity of water 
stored, but the difference seems to favor plat A. Plat C or D has 
each year had available moisture in all foot sections. The extent to 
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which the moisture has been utilized varies to some extent in dif- 
ferent years. In the four years of heaviest production the soil-mois- 
ture content of the fifth foot section was not reduced to the minimum 
point. in the two years of low production all of the available mois- 
ture was removed from the fifth foot and use was made of the 
water in the sixth foot. In 1911 the sixth foot of soil was dry at 
harvest. The indications are that the soil at lower depths is most 
completely’ utilized when the crop suffers for moisture. 
At Dickinson there has been a great opportunity to study moisture 

penetration and depth of feeding of crops. The soil at the station is 
open and water penetrates freely, and the precipitation in some years 
has been so high that under all the methods of cultivation the soil has 
been wet to a depth of at least 6 feet. At this station neither plat A 
nor B has shown to advantage over the other in respect to moisture 
stored in the soil. These two plats furnish a striking illustration of 
the fact. that roots will not penetrate a dry soil, even though there 
may be available water below. In 1919 plat A used all of the avail- 
able moisture in the first 5 feet of soil but not in the sixth foot. In 
the same year plat B exhausted the available moisture in the first 4 
feet, but did not secure that from the fifth and sixth foot sections. The 
moisture present in the soil in the spring of 1911 and that added by 
precipitation during the growing season moistened the soil to a depth 
of less than 2 feet. In spite of severe drought injury no moisture was 
used below that depth. The dry layer in the third and fourth foot 
sections prevented the roots from extending to moisture in the fifth 
and sixth foot sections. The crops of both plats were destroyed by 
hail in 1912, but the soil did not become wet that year to a depth . 
greater than the fourth foot. In 1913, both plats stored moisture 
to a depth of 4 feet. This was enough to wet all of the dry layer in 
plat B, but the fifth foot in plat A still remained dry, as it was left 
by the crop in 1910. The roots of the wheat crop on plat B in 1913 
were able to draw upon the available water in the fifth and sixth foot 
sections, but in plat A the roots were not able to reach the available 
water in the sixth foot on account of the dry layer in the fifth foot. 
The soil in plat C or D shows a deeper storage of moisture in dry 
years than in plat A or B. In all years except 1920 the plat has held 
available water in each foot of soil at all depths. In the two years 
of heaviest production no water was used from below the fourth foot, 
although there was water present in the fifth and sixth foot sections. 

The soil at Mandan is easily penetrated by moisture. In 1915, it 
was wet in all plats to a depth of more than 6 feet. The moisture in 
the fifth and sixth foot sections of plats A and B was not all removed 
until the very dry summer of 1919, in spite of the fact that the wheat 
erowing on these plats had suffered from drought injury in the three 
years preceding. ‘The water of the first 4 feet is utilized freely, but 
evidently the stress of a long-continued demand for water is prece- 
dent to its complete utilization at lower depths. 

Edgeley is a striking example of a shallow soil. At this station the 
soil is a heavy clay that changes into undecomposed shale at a depth of 
about 2 feet. Even in the second foot pieces of undecomposed shale 
distributed through the soil are frequent enough to reduce seriously 
the quantity of available moisture that can be held. The depth of 
penetration of plant roots seems to be limited to 2 feet. The quantity 
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of rain between harvest and seeding has been large enough to wet 
thoroughly all the soil on all plats practically every year. This limi- 
tation of storage capacity has had the effect of eliminating differences 
between different cultivation methods in the quantity of moisture 
conserved. Edgeley is the only station included with such a limited 
water-storage capacity that it has been practically all utilized each 
year by all methods of cultivation. 
The soil at Belle For urche is a heavy clay which changes to open 

partially decomposed shale in the fourth foot. In this soil there is 
no layer that prohibits moisture penetration, but the soil at the 
depth of about 2 feet is compact and swells so much when wet that 
water movement through it is very slow.® 

Penetration by roots is likewise difficult, and even when available 
moisture has been present in the lower depths the feeding depth of the 
wheat crop has been limited to a little less than 3 feet. Evidently 
the roots penetrate into the third foot only as necessity requires, and 
they have not been able to reach a depth greater than 3 feet before 
death or the ripening of the crop occurs. For practical purposes there 
is no need of considering the soil below the third foot. In spite of 
the hmited water- storage capacity of the soil, there have been only 
two years when plats A and B have been filled to capacity. There 
has been practically no difference between the two plats in this 
respect. Plat C or D has been wet to capacity in all but two years. 
Belle Fourche represents a station where the demands of the crop for 
water have been so heavy that the soil moisture has been exhausted 
in all plats each year at harvest. The only exception is plat C or 
D in 1911. In that year climatic conditions were so adverse that the 
crop on the other plats did not germinate and on this plat suffered 
from drought and heat almost from the time it came up. It made 
such a limited growth that the roots were not able to extend to a 
depth of more than 2 feet. 

The soil at Ardmore is a heavy clay that changes into fine sand 
in the fifth and sixth foot sections. The moisture results show that 
changes in the water content occur below a depth of 4 feet, but the 
difficulty in sampling the fifth and sixth foot sections has been so 
great that sampling has been limited to 4 feet in all but one year. 
As far as the first 4 feet of soil is concerned, there has been prac- 
tically no difference in the moisture status of plats A and B. The 
extent to which plat C or D is superior to plats A and B in moisture 
stored can not be determined, as changes in moisture content evi- 
dently have occurred below the fourth foot. The quantity of water 
used from below the fourth foot, however, can not be large, as plat 
C or D is little superior to the other plats in point of yield. 

Archer represents a station with a soil depth of approximately 
4 feet. Below the fourth foot is a bed of gravel that prohibits 
sampling to a greater depth. It is doubtful whether moisture has 
penetrated deeper than 4 feet on plats A and B, and in only one year 
is it probable that water was stored at a depth lower than 4 feet on 
plat Cor D. Plats A and B have approached each other very closely 
in water stor ed, utilization of water, and yield. Plat C or D has been 
little superior ‘to plats A and B in storing moisture. This is re- 

6 Mathews, O. R. Water penetration in the gumbo soils of the Belle Fourche Reclama- 
tion Project. U.S. Dept. Agr. Bul. 447, 12 pp., 4 fig. 1916. 
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flected in the yield. All available water has been removed from 
all foot sections of soil in all years under study. 

The soil at Scottsbluff is sandy in character. It is easily penetrated 
by water in the upper depths, but evidently becomes increasingly 
difficult of penetration in the lower depths. Plat B has never had 
available water present below a depth of 4 feet, and plat A only 
once. The maximum depth of penetration of plat C or D has been 
6 feet, and this depth has been reached but once. On this soil all 
available water has been removed from all plats each year. Plats 
A and B have exhibited only minor differences in the extent to 
which they have utilized the storage capacity of the soil. Plat C 
-or D has been superior to the others in water stored and in yield. 
The soil is evidently porous enough to allow root development suffi- 
cient to remove all moisture penetrating into it under ordinary con- 
ditions. 

The soil at North Platte is probably the most uniform of any at 
these stations on the Plains. It is open and porous and offers a 
maximum opportunity for penetration of water and roots. The 
precipitation at this station has been high enough at different times 
to wet the soil thoroughly to a depth greater than 6 feet. Determi- 
nations of soil moisture to a depth of 15 feet have been made at 
this station, but spring wheat has shown no evidence of feeding to 
a depth greater than 6 feet. The station record comprises about 
an equal number of good and poor years. The fact that roots will 
not penetrate a dry layer of soil to obtain water in moist lower 
depths is illustrated by plat A in 1908 and by plat B in 1908, 1909, 
1911, 1917, and 1919. These two plats exhibit some differences in their 
moisture relations in individual years, but on an average they show 
about the same water storage and water utilization. Plat C or D 
has stored much more moisture than plats A and B. In all years 
except 1914 it has carried available moisture to a depth of 6 feet, 
and there is evidence that on several occasions water has penetrated 
beyond the sixth foot. This water has been lost to the wheat crop, 
as the roots of wheat do not penetrate the seventh foot section, even 
in this favorable soil. The season of 1915 at North Platte was one 
of the wettest on record at any station. All three of the plats con- 
tained as much moisture in the first foot at harvest as they had at 
any time during the growing season, and all foot sections of soil 
on all plats had available water at harvest. The use of water in the 
fifth and sixth foot sections of soil has been usual on plat C or D, 
but only on one occasion has all of the available water been used 
from these units. Plat C or D in 1911 shows the result of severe 
climatic conditions in limiting the depth of feeding. In that year 
the weather was so hot and dry and the demands of the crop for 
moisture so excessive that the crop died before it was able to extend 
its roots to the available water in the fourth, fifth, and sixth foot 
sections. 

Under natural conditions and under some conditions of cultivation 
there is considerable run-off from the soil at Akron. After water 
penetrates the surface the character of the soil does not definitely 
limit further penetration or development of the roots. Piat A has 
shown on an average a deeper water penetration than plat B. In 
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1911 plat B was moist to a greater depth than plat A, but in all 
other years when a difference has existed it has favored plat A. 
The margin of difference was greatest in 1912, 1915, and 1916. Plat 
C or D generally, but not always, has been moist to a greater depth 
than the continuously cropped plats. On all the plats the depth 
of feeding has generally been limited by the depth to which moisture 
has been present. However, even when moisture has been present 
in the fifth and sixth feet it has not been entirely used up except in 
extremely dry years. 

At Garden City the character, distribution, and quantity of pre- 
cipitation have had the effect of limiting the penetration of moisture. 
Even the fallow plat has rarely been moist to a depth of 6 feet. In 
plats A and B no available water has been present below the fourth 
foot. The difference between plats A and B in moisture stored dis- 
tinctly favors plat B. The storage of moisture in plat C or D has 
been consistently greater than in plats A and B. All the available 
moisture was removed from all plats except plat C or D in 1920. 
The greater storage of water on plat C or D is refiected in a con- 
sistently higher yield. 

At Dalhart there has been a slight difference between plats A and ; 
B, favoring plat B both in water storage and in yield. Neither a 
plat has fully utilized the storage capacity of the soil at any time, 
and on both plats all of the available moisture in the soil has been 
removed each year by harvest time. Plat C or D has been filled 
with available moisture to a depth of 6 feet each year. Crop require- 
ments for water have been so heavy that each year the wheat has 
suffered for water before harvest. In spite of this all the available 
moisture in the fifth foot section has been removed only twice in 
four years, while the moisture present in the sixth foot has never 
been entirely removed. In three of the four years presented no water 
was removed from the sixth foot by the crop. 
The soil at Amarillo is not easily penetrated by water. In spite of 

the high precipitation at this sfation, water has never reached a depth 
greater than 4 feet in plat A or 5 feet in plat B. At this station ay 
there has frequently been a difference between the two in water é 
storage, and in every case where a difference has existed it has been 
in favor of plat B. The soil in plat C or D did not become wet to : 
a depth of 6 feet until 1915. The crop has never been able to remove ‘ 
all of the water added to the sixth foot of soil that year. In nearly ; 
every year plat C or D has stored water to a depth greater than x 
plats A and B, but the difference in most cases has not been large. a! 
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The soil at Amarillo is an example of one that holds very little avail- 
able moisture in the lower depths. It is in many cases very difficult # 
to tell whether or not available moisture is present. 4 

The soil at Tucumcari is sandy in the upper foot sections, and 
moisture is readily taken into it. In the lower depths the soil is of 
a clay texture, and water penetrates it with difficulty. When wet it = | 
holds only a small quantity of available moisture. The wheat crop = 
was able to use all the water to a depth of 6 feet in one year (1915). + 
In the year 1914 the highest yields recorded at this station were ob- 
tained on all three plats. In that year no water was used from 
below the fourth foot on any plat, though available water was pres- 
ent in the fifth foot of plat C or D. There has been very little dif- 
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ference between plats A and B in water stored. Plat C or D has 
always stored considerably more water than the other two plats. 

AVERAGE OF RESULTS FOR ALL STATIONS. 

The data from the individual stations demonstrate that the storage 
and use of water by the wheat crop are somewhat different at the 
individual stations. There are, however, enough points in common 
between the different stations to permit general deductions to be 
made from the data as a whole. 

For this purpose the water content and use at all stations, as in- 
dicated by the symbols, are brought together in a composite table. 
It must be recognized that this composite table shows a greater per- 
centage of water use in the lower depths than actually exists. The 
data on the fifth and sixth foot sections of soil are largely from 
stations where water has been used to that depth. The inclusion of 
the lower depths at stations hke Edgeley, Belle Fourche, Huntley, 
and Scottsbluff would greatly increase the number of cases where 
no water was used in these foot sections, the soil being either wet 
or dry. 
The data from the individual foot sections of soil at the different 

stations are grouped together in Table 2. In the upper part of the 
table the data are presented by cases, the figures under each symbol 
indicating the number of times that symbol was used in Table 1 for © 
the purpose of indicating the water relations of that plat at the 
depth indicated. In the lower part of the table these figures are 
reduced to percentages in order to make the different foot sections 
of soil more directly comparable. For example, plat A has 135 
determinations of the first foot and only 72 of the sixth foot. A 
comparison of the two sections in regard to the proportion of the 
time a particular symbol has been used is more readily made when 
they are expressed as percentages. 

TABLE 2—Recapitulation of Table 1, showing the number of times each symbol 
was used in describing the use of water in each foot section of each plat. 

[The first part of the table records the number of cases studied; in the second part these are expressed 
as percentages of the totals.] 

Instances of the use of each symbol as indicating the water relations on plats A, B, 
and C or D. 
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The differences in the number of cases in the different foot sec- 
tions are in a large measure the result of the limitation of sampling 
due to the limitation of depth of feeding in certain soils. Ii the 
samples had all been taken to a depth great enough to make the 
table entirely symmetrical, the condition of the sixth foot would have 
been expressed by the symbols OW or OD in nearly all of the 63 
cases when determinations were made in the first foot section but not 
in the sixth. 

Consideration of the table will be confined largely to the portion 
where the results are expressed as percentages. The most striking 
feature of the table is the closeness with which plats A and B ap- 
proximate each other. In the first foot of soil both were filled to 
capacity, and all of the water was used about three-fourths of the 
time. About 10 per cent of the time the soil was not entirely filled 
with water at any time during the growing season, but all available 
water was used. In only 1 per cent of the time, which represents 
the year 1915 at North Platte, was the soil filled with water at 
harvest. There has never been a case where no available water was 
present in the first foot during the growing season. In one year, 
1911, at Belle Fourche, very little available moisture was present in 
the first foot of plats A and B. This year was necessarily omitted 
in Table 1, as the soil was so dry that the wheat did not come up. 
Summing up the results for the first foot, it is found by adding the 

percentages under the symbol PD to those under the symbol F that 
the available water in ‘both plats A and B was entirely depleted 
at harvest in 89 per cent of the cases studied; the water content was 
reduced but not entirely exhausted (the condition represented by 
the symbol PW) in 10 per cent of the cases; and the soil was still 
full of water at harvest time (classed as the condition OW ) in 1 per 
cent of the cases. 

The second foot section of plats A and B, when compared with 
the first, shows a sharp reduction in the number of times full use 
of water was made (F). This is accotinted for by the great increase 
in the percentage of cases when the soil was only partly filled with 
moisture and all of it used (PD) and in the appearance of a few 
cases where the soil was dry all the season (OD). The proportion of 
the time that moisture present in the soil was only partly used (PW) 
remains nearly constant. 
Summing up the results for the second foot section, it is found 

that it was dry at harvest 89 per cent of the time on plat A and 87 
per. cent of the time on plat B. This is the sum of the percentages 
under symbols F, PD, and OD. The moisture content was reduced 
but not exhausted in 10 per cent of the cases on plat A and in 13 per 
cent of the cases on plat B. This condition is represented by the 
symbol PW. There was only 1 per cent of the time on plat A when 
the moisture content of the soil was not reduced when available 
moisture was present. This is the condition shown by the symbol 
OW. All of the available water in the second foot of the two 
plats was removed practically the same proportion of the time as 
in the first foot. The aggregate quantity of water obtained by the 
wheat crop from the second foot must have been considerably less 
than that obtained from the first foot, as it has been filled with water 
less frequently. 
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The third foot section of soil, when compared with the second, 
shows a material reduction in the full use of water on plats A and 
B. In this section the soil has been filled to capacity and all the 
water used (F) only about 25 per cent of the time. This 1s ac- 
counted for by a marked increase in the proportion of cases when no 
available water was present (OD). There is a slight reduction in 

. the percentage of time the available water was only partly used 
(PW). little change is shown in the percentage of cases when the 
soil was only partly filled with water and all available water used 
(PD). The reduction in the number of times the soil moisture was 

- reduced but not exhausted (PW) probably represents the fewer num- 
ber of times that rains near harvest affected the water content of the 
soil to this depth. 
Summing up the results for this foot section, the soil was dry at 

narvest (F, PD, and OD) 93 per cent of the time on both plats 
A and B. In the remaining 7 per cent of the cases the water content 
of the soil was reduced but not exhausted (PW). Thus, it is found 
that there is no great difference in the first 3 feet of soil in the per- 
centage of the time that harvest finds them without available water, 
but that the actual use of water is progressively less as the distance 
from the surface increases, because of the limitation in the extent to 
which the soil is filled with moisture. 

In the fourth foot section of plats A and B the soil has been filled 
with water and ail the water used (I) less than 10 per cent of the 
time, partly filled with water and all used (PD) in about 25 per cent 
of the cases, and it has been dry all the season (OD) about 55 per cent 
of the time. There is little change in the proportion of cases where 
the moisture has been reduced but not exhausted (PW). A few cases 
appear on each plat where available water was not reduced (OW). 

The percentage of the time when no water was available at harvest 
remains nearly as high as in the upper 3 feet of soil. But the great 
proportion of the time that this foot section has been dry or only 
partly filled with water makes it far less valuable than the third 
section in supplying moisture to the wheat crop. 

Below the fourth foot available water has been present in the soil 
of these plats in only one-third of the cases. Full use practically 
ceases, and the number of times the soil has been partly filled with 
water and all of it used is reduced. On the other hand, the propor- 
tion of the time no use is made of available water rises. 

Considering the fact that the soil at depths below 4 feet has been 
moist only infrequently, that the quantity of moisture held when the 
soil is filled to capacity is not great, and that the wheat crop has been 
able to use all the available water present only about half the time in 
the fifth foot and one-third of the time in the sixth foot the conclu- 
sion must be drawn that the fifth and sixth foot sections of soil on 
land continuously cropped to wheat are generally without value so 
far as crop production is concerned. 

In plats A and B it was found that the limitation of the depth to 
which water was used in the upper sections at least depended so much 
upon the depth to which moisture was present in the soil that other 
factors were obscured. In the C or D plat the soil has been wet to a 
ereater depth, as a rule, and it has been possible to compare the indi- 
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vidual sections of soil in their water relations without lack of mois- 
ture being the determining factor. 

In the first foot plat, C or D closely approaches the other plats in 
its moisture relations. The chief difference has been a slightly greater 
number of cases where the soil was filled with moisture and all avail- 
able moisture used (I), and a correspondingly lesser number of cases 
where the soil was only partly filled with water and all the water. 
used (PD). The soil was dry at harvest practically the same propor- 
tion of the time as on the other plats. 

The data for the second foot of plat C or D almost duplicate those 
from the first foot. This seems to indicate that the second foot of. 
soil is normally filled with roots when moisture is present and that 
water is used as freely from this section as from the soil above it. 
The difference shown between the second foot of plat C or D and that 
of the other two plats appears to be solely due to the quantity of 
moisture present in the soil. 

The third foot of soil evidently differs but little from the first 
and second in regard to the demands which the wheat crop has 
made upon it for moisture and the extent to which it has respond- 
ed. It is only shghtly lower in the proportion of time that the soil 
has been filled with water and the water all removed by harvest. 
This decrease 1s accounted for by the fact that the soil has not 
always been moist to a depth of 3 feet even in fallow. The same 
decrease in- the proportion of the time the available water has not 
all been used is found in this plat as in plats A and B. 

In the fourth foot full use of water has taken place only 438 per 
cent of the time. That this is due to lack of penetration of water rather 
than to other factors is indicated by the greater percentage of cases, 
as compared with the upper sections, when the soil was dry or partly | 
dry. ‘There is, however, a small increase in the number of times 
the available moisture has been only partly exhausted (PW) and a 
corresponding decrease in the percentage of the time all available 
moisture has been removed from the soil before harvest. 

In the fifth and sixth foot sections full use of the soil is not fre- 
quent. There is a marked increase in the proportion of the time 
the available water has been only partly used (PW) and in the 
number of times no use has been made of available moisture (OW). 
There are, too, an increasing number of cases where no available 
moisture has been present (OD). In the fifth foot sections available 
water has been present in the soil 81 per cent of the time. In 47 
of this 81 per cent the water has been unused or only partly used 
before harvest. In the sixth foot section available moisture has 
been present 67 per cent of the time. Only 18 of this 67 per cent 
represent cases where all available moisture was removed from the 
soil. The remainder of the time the available water was only partly 
removed or not used at all. 

As a whole, there is a greater use of water in the lower depths 
of plat C or D than in the other two plats. This is largely due to 
the fact that water has been present in the fifth and sixth foot 
sections more frequently. The quantity of water used by the crop 
from these depths in an average year must be small, since full use 
of water is so infrequent. 
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COMPARISON OF CULTURAL METHODS. 

The conservation and use of moisture in plats on which different 
cultural practices have been employed, are sufliciently comparable 
at the different stations to allow definite deductions to be made. 

For the average of all stations, plats A and B show no notable 
differences in the quantity of moisture conserved. The differences at 
individua! stations are only minor. In the northern section of the 
Great Plains the advantage of one or the other at the stations where 
one is superior favors plat A. This is without doubt due to the fact 
that in most years there is a better opportunity to obtain moisture by 
holding the winter snow than by conserving the moisture that falls 
after harvest. The soil at harvest has been shown to be dry approxi- 
mately 90 per cent of the time; therefore, cultivation at that time 
usually conserves no moisture, because none is present. By pre- 
venting weed growth, fall plowing is better able than spring plowing ° 
to conserve the moisture that falls between harvest and winter. How- 
ever, the moisture that falls after harvest is not usually all used up 
on land not fall cultivated. The season between harvest and freezing 
is not long, and the demand of plants for moisture at that time is not 
high. Where there is sufficient precipitation after harvest to induce 
weed growth, there is usually enough so that the moisture supply 
is not exhausted by the time freezing kills the weeds. 

In years with a heavy precipitation after harvest, plat B usually 
conserves more moisture than plat A. The greater number of times 
that plat A possesses the higher moisture content in the spring shows 
the superiority of catching snow over retaining fall precipitation in 
conserving moisture at the northern stations. 

At the southern stations the difference between the two methods 
in conserving moisture when a difference exists has been in favor of 
plat B. In this region there is little snow; consequently, the superi- 
ority of plat A in catching snow is of little importance. There is 
also an earlier harvest and a later fall than at the northern stations. 
This gives plat B a longer period for moisture storage and also gives 
the weeds on plat A a greater chance to remove the moisture that 
falls after harvest. In spite of this, the difference between the two 
plats in the quantity of moisture stored has generally been small. 

That the greater depth of plowing practiced on plat B has not 
increased the root development of this plat over that of plat A is 
indicated by the fact that the two piats have been practically dupli- 
eates in the utilization of the moisture present. 

Unfortunately, the shght superiority of one plat over the other in 
moisture storage in different sections of the Great Plains is such that 
it is not possible to benefit greatly from it in farm practice. The 
southern stations, where plat B has conserved more moisture than 
plat A, are particularly subject to soil blowing during the winter 
months. This operates against the use of fall cultivation on an ex- 
tended scale. 

At the northern stations, where plat A has been slightly superior to 
plat B, there is a practical limit to the spring work that can be done 
without unduly delaying seeding. In that region the earlier seeding 
that may be practiced on fall plowing frequently more than makes 
up for any superiority of spring plowing in the quantity of moisture 
conserved. | 
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Certainly the greater quantity of moisture stored by either method 
in any section is not enough to counterbalance other factors such as 
timeliness of work, control of weeds, and prevention of soil blowing. 

Plat C or D has been markedly superior to the other two plats in 
moisture storage at all stations except those with a limited water- 
storage capacity. At Edgeley, it will be remembered, the soil is so 
shallow that practically all of it has been filled to capacity for all 
methods of cultivation each year between harvest and seeding; con- 
sequently, little difference between methods has existed. At some 
other stations, such as Archer and Ardmore, the difference in favor of 
plat C or D has been small. The superiority of C or D over A and B 
in individual years has depended upon the quantity of rainfall as 
well as the character of the soil. The demand of the wheat crop for 
moisture differs in the several portions of the Plains,’ and a given 
quantity of stored water may be of more value at one station than 
another. When translated into bushels of yield 4 inches cf water 
stored at Assinniboine would probably be much more valuable than 
the same quantity of water at Amarillo. The superiority of plat 
C or D over the other plats in conserving moisture must be con- 
sidered in terms of increase in bushels per acre to determine the 
value of fallowing as a farm practice. 

Alternate cropping and summer fallowing practiced in these 
experiments has in all but the driest years stored moisture in the 
entire zone of natural development of the roots of the wheat crop. 
It is evident from this that any extension of the fallow period for 
the purpose of increasing the quantity of moisture stored would not 
often be effective in increasing the yields of wheat. The more likely 
result in most years would be the storage of moisture at a depth 
where its recovery by the wheat crop would be extremely doubtful. 

The three plats taken together indicate that moisture is the con- 
trolling factor in crop production in the Great Plains and that differ- 
ences in yield generally are due to differences in the water supply. 
Plats A and B have produced yields almost or quite equal to those 
on plat C or D in years when they have contained the same quantity 
of water. 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS. 

Under dry-farming conditions there is present in the soil no 
ground water or other source of free water. Below the zone of a 
few feet near the surface, which the present study shows may be 
wetted and dried during the cycle from harvest to harvest, the soil 
is either dry or does not contain water above its field carrying 
capacity. Under these conditions no water moves upward through 
appreciable distances to replace the water removed by the roots. 
Water is supplied to the roots only by such part of the soil as they 
occupy, and only that part of the soil suffers exhaustion or reduction 
of its water content. 

The development of the roots of the wheat plant is indicated by 
the depth and extent to which the soil water is used. The usual 
depth cf development is indicated by the results given in detail in 
Table 1 and summarized in Table 2. It appears that at stations 

7 Cole, John S., and Mathews, O. R. Use of water by spring wheat on the Great Plains. 
U. S. Dept. Agr. Bul. 1004, 34 p., 10 fig. 1923. 
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where the character of the-soil permits easy penetration of water 
and plant roots, the natural zone of development of wheat roots is 
the first 4 feet of soil. In many years, particular ly on plats A and B, 
lack of moisture prohibits root growth to that depth, but where 
moisture is present in the first 4 feet of soil the evidence at hand 
points to a nearly uniform utilization of moisture within these 4. 
feet. The use of water below the fourth foot section of soil depends 
primarily upon the character of the season. In years when moisture 
is present in all 6 feet of soil, little or no use of water below the 
fourth foot is shown if there is at all times a supply of available 
moisture present in the first 4 feet. Development of any consider- 
able number of roots in the fifth and sixth foot sections of soil 
seems to be made only under stress of a shortage of moisture, 
either temporary or continued. The extent to which the moisture 
in these depths is used depends largely upon the length of time 
that the crop suffers for moisture without drying up or ripening 
prematurely. The complete utilization of water at these depths 
seems to require a fair growth of crop and an extended period of 
time when the crop needs water but does not actually die or come 
to a forced maturity: The quantity of available moisture held in 
the fifth and sixth foot sections of soil is usuaily small, and its 
complete or nearly complete utilization necessitates conditions so 
severe that the yield of the crop is almost always seriously com- 
promised. So far as actual benefit to the crop in ordinary years 
is concerned, the moisture held in the soil below the fourth foot is 
of no impor tance. In a few years the moisture at these lower depths 
has maintained life in a crop and has enabied it to take advantage 
of favorable conditions later in the season. 

In exceptionally severe years, such as 1911 at Belle Fourche and 
North Platte, the demands for moisture by the wheat crop have been 
so excessive that the plants dried up without feeding deeply because the 
roots could not extend themselves rapidly enough to obtain a supply of 
moisture sufficient to maintain life. The limitation of root deveiop- 
ment was caused not by lack of water or by lack of demand for water, 
but by a demand for water so great that it could not be met. This 
condition is rare, but an approximation of it late in the life of the 
erop has often been responsible for a forced ripening without the 
roots reaching their fullest dev elopment. 

The fact that moisture is normally exhausted in the first 4 feet of 
soil does not indicate that the moisture is exhausted simultaneously 
in the different foot sections. In general, the several foot sections 
are reduced to the minimum point successively in the order of their 
distance from the surface. There is very little margin hetween the 
first and second foot sections of soil in the time at which they be- 
come dry. The principal reason for this is doubtless that the roots 
become well disseminated through at least this much soil before the 
wheat reaches a stage of erowth where its demands for moisture 
become heavy. There i is, in addition, the fact that the exhaustion of 
the moisture content of the first foot of soil is frequently delayed by 
recipitation. Reduction of soil moisture in the third and fourth 
fo ot sections commences before the moisture in the first 2 feet of soil 
is exhausted. However, the minimum point is reached distinctly 
later in the third foot section than in the second and distinctly later 
in the fourth than in the third. 
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The fact that all the available moisture present is utilized about 
the same proportion of the time in each of the first 4 feet of soil 
indicates that. when water is present the roots of the wheat crop 
usually completely occupy the soil to about that depth before the 
plants reach maturity. 

. This does not indicate that water held at lower depths is not 
usually valuable. In most years all available moisture within reach 
of the roots of grain crops is needed, and the plat that carries the 
greater quantity of moisture in the zone of normal development of 
roots generally makes the higher yield. 

The value of moisture-storage capacity in a soil depends largely 
upon the precipitation. Thus, at Williston, where the soil is of 
sufficient depth to permit the storage of moisture to a depth of 6 feet, 
plats A and B have only occasion»lly been filled with moisture to a 
depth of 3 feet, and in some years the second foot of soil has not been 
filled toits carrying capacity. In spite of its greater moisture-storage 
capacity, it is doubtful whether, in the aggregate, more moisture has | 
been stored in these plats than in the corresponding plats at Edgeley, 
where the shallow soil has been filled to capacity each year. Stations 
like Dickinson, that combine a high storage capacity with a rela- 
tively large precipitation, are able to utilize moisture to a greater 
extent. 

Another evident fact is that the utilzation of a large soil mass is 
not essential to a high yield. The yield depends more upon the main- 
tenance of a constant supply of available moisture at a depth where 
it can be easily absorbed by the roots than it does upon the mass of 
soil involved. The highest yields recorded at any station were pro- 
duced at Belle Fourche in 1915, when the soil was at no time wet to 
a depth greater than 2 feet. At the same station in 1920, when all the 
soil was filled to capacity with moisture and the crop prospects were 
even better than in 1915, the yield was reduced below that of 1915 
because the available moisture was exhausted too long a time before 
harvest. Yields of wheat on the shallow soil at Edgeley under favor- 
able conditions have been as high or higher than at stations where 
a much greater soil mass has been occupied by the roots. 

SUMMARY. 

With knowledge of the field carrying capacity and the minimum 
point of exhaustion of each soil unit the soil-moisture data have 
been utilized to classify into five groups the extent to which each 
foot section of soil has functioned each year in the production of 
spring wheat by three distinct cultural methods at 17 field stations 
on the Great Plains. 

On land producing a crop each year differences in cultural 
methods are not sufficient to cause major differences in the depth 
to which water is stored and from which it is recovered. Alternate 
fallowing and cropping results, on the average, in the utilization 
of a somewhat greater volume of soil. 

The depth to which available water is stored may be hmited by 
the shallowness of the soil. When not limited by soil character the 
surface 6 feet of soil may function in the growth of spring wheat. 
Except on soils of limited storage capacity, the depth to which 
water is stored in the Great Plains is more often determined by the 
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quantity and character of the precipitation than by the storage 
capacity of the soil. 

Available water, when present in the soil, is removed with about 
the same degree of frequency from each of the first 4 feet. The 
aggregate quantity of water contributed by each foot section be- 
comes progressively less with increasing distance from the surface, 
both because each successive foot section is less frequently filled with 
water and because the quantity of available water that may be held 
in each successive unit is less. The fifth and sixth foot sections hold 
still less available water, and the full use of their limited capacity is 
not frequent. They contribute very little to the total quantity of 
water used by the crop, but under certain conditions this contribution 
may be important. 

In about 90 per cent of the years covered by these investigations 
the soil within the zone of normal root development was dry at 
harvest time. 

The utilization of a large soil mass is not essential to a high 
yield. The yield depends more upon the maintenance of a constant 
supply of available moisture to the depth at which it can be easily 
obtained than upon the mass of soil involved. 
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